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The role technology plays in our lives is rapidly growing, while we are becoming more dependent on it and 
less willing to part from it. Wearable technology brings this dependence to a whole new level. A watch can 
connect to your phone and alert you whenever you get a phone call or a 
message; a ring can track your nutrition and sleep levels or allow you to 
talk to someone while only putting your finger to your ear; or an 
implantable can be used to monitor insulin and sugar levels in your body. 
The options in wearable technology are endless, and we are just beginning 
to delve into the possibilities.  
 
When I say wearable technology, the first thing that comes to mind for most people would probably be 
wearable fitness trackers or smartwatches. Fitness trackers are wearable technologies that track certain 
aspects of your health, such as your heartrate, oxygen levels in your blood, steps taken throughout the day, 
and your temperature. Some smartwatches are able to track fitness levels similar to fitness trackers, and they 
are able to link to your smartphones to alert you when you get a phone call, receive messages, or receive any 
app alerts.  

 
Outside of fitness trackers and smartwatches, the realm of 
wearable technology is endless. Google glass (pictured to the left) 
is an optical head-mounted glass display, that displays information 
similar to a smartphone, but in a hands-free format. Google glass 
could allow you to see a blueprint or a map without having to 
physically hold anything. These glasses can allow you to zoom in 
on an object as if you were using a microscope, with just the touch 
of a button. Incorporated into the glasses is a camera that cannot 
only take pictures, but take video recordings as well. 

 
Virtual reality is also an up and coming wearable technology. Virtual reality is a computer-generated 
environment that lets you view a different reality. People can now use virtual reality headsets to play video 
games, view a sports event from the first row while sitting on your couch, watch your favorite artist from 
center stage, or even learning about chemistry by viewing things from a molecular level.  
 
Wearable Technology in 4-H Programming 
In 4-H we embrace and utilize new technologies – we are constantly 
trying to keep up with emerging technologies to keep our youth 
engaged with our programming. Wearable technology is no different; 
4-H youth will soon be able to design and build their own wearable 
technology! 
 
On October 4, 2017, we will be celebrating 4-H National Youth 
Science Day! 4-H National Youth Science Day is the largest youth-led 
science experiment in the world! 4-H youth throughout the country 
participate in an engineering challenge, and this year’s challenge, 
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called “Incredible Wearables,” is to design and build a wearable fitness tracker. Youth in grades 4-8 will be 
able to work in a group to design, build, and test out their own wearable fitness tracker. 
 
How does it work? 
Each group will be given an “Incredible Wearables” project kit. In this kit there will be a small computer called 
“The Thing” that also acts as a wifi router, a tilt sensor, a battery pack, and a pulse oximeter; multiple wires to 
connect it all together; and fabric supplies to make the entire tracker wearable. Youth will learn about each 
of the sensors that go into a basic wearable fitness tracker. The tilt sensor senses the amount of “steps” one 
takes; however, youth will find out the limitations this sensor has. The pulse oximeter senses temperature 

and heart rate. Youth will learn about how this sensor works, as well as 
the limitations to it. Once the wearable is put together, the group will 
make it “fashionable” and test it out. 
 
Wearable technology is an ever-expanding industry. The 4-H Incredible 
Wearables challenge looks at basic wearable technology to teach youth 
about emerging technologies, circuitry, engineering, computer 
programming, and much more. The possibilities with emerging 
technologies in 4-H are endless! 
 

We hope you found this brief overview of wearable technologies interesting. For more information on 
wearable technologies, we recommend the report from Cientifica Research, which can be found at http://
www.cientifica.com/research/market-reports/smart-textiles-wearables-markets-applications-technologies/. 
For those of you interested in the 4-H wearable technology, you can find more information at our website, 
www.ccejefferson.org, or you can view a video on the experiment at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=E588sR-UeyM.  
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